
Jillian Flodstrom:
Hey there. I am super excited to let you know that this is officially the start of year three of he
Scale Your Small Business odcast.

Jillian Flodstrom:
Have you ever started something and you thought, "Why in the world am I doing this? This is
never going to work out. Who is going to want to talk to me?" Well, friends, I am here to tell you
that we did it. We're coming into year three. Which is crazy when you think about we have been
here together for two years. I mean, crazy. This past year has been so full of so many great
episodes with so many amazing guests talking about strategies to grow your small business. I
know that I have learned a ton and I hope that you have too.

Jillian Flodstrom:
First and foremost, I want to thank you for being part of the past two years, and the community
that we're building together. It truly means a lot to me. I don't say that lightly. I know that your
time is valuable, and the fact that you choose to spend it with me means a lot to me. So thank
you. I know that this episode is a little bit of a surprise, maybe, to you. Because maybe you
didn't know that our anniversary was coming up. But, I want you to know that we're making
some changes, and all those changes are so exciting. We're going to transition in this episode.
So, know that you've just stuck with me today, and I'm excited that you're here.

Jillian Flodstrom:
Looking back, we've thought about the past two years, the good, the bad, the ugly, and most
importantly, your feedback. I just want to say thank you again for sharing that with me. Because
I think that that has really shaped what we've done here, and I'm just so appreciative of that. But
we want to make some adjustments to make the show better, to serve you the listener. So,
here's what's going to be your focus for this first episode of year three.

Jillian Flodstrom:
As we look at the key changes that you can expect with the Scale Your Small Business podcast,
there are four key areas we're going to focus on. The first one being frequency. Next step is
format, topics, and then as well as guests.

Jillian Flodstrom:
Let's dive in to frequency. While we've been getting a chance to spend time together twice a
week, it's a lot. Not only for me, but maybe even for you. Our goal is to share value-add
information to help you grow your small business. But we also realize that there is a lot of work
to be done, and we are all super busy. Especially as we transition out of this post-COVID world,
we're going to be shifting to a single episode per week schedule that's released every Thursday.
Now, if you've been with me since the beginning, you know that we were releasing episodes
every Thursday, so this is just a shifting back to what we were doing before. Not that much of a
huge change, except we're dropping from two episodes a week down to one.

Jillian Flodstrom:



Now, this past year, we did a combination of both guests and solo episodes to ensure that we
were delivering the most value possible. This was a really big hit. We're going to continue with
this. Just know that we'll be doing more guest interviews overall. Because I think it's so
important for you to get a glimpse into someone else's business, someone who is in the
trenches with you, with us, and really understands what we are going through and the struggles
that we deal with as small business owners and entrepreneurs.

Jillian Flodstrom:
Now, the third aspect is topics. When we reflect on the best content to help you scale your small
business, it's become apparent that the information needs to align with how you run your
business. As a result, the new categories in which we'll be answering questions and bringing on
amazing guest experts will align with the common functions associated with every business.
These are marketing, sales, fulfillment, customer service, HR, operations, the all-important IT,
administration, and finance. Those are going to be the things that we're going to focus on.

Jillian Flodstrom:
Now, on to the guests, because this is the exciting part. Across all nine of these operational
departments, we'll be bringing in the best thought leaders to share the latest trends, both locally
as well as globally, to optimize the aspect of your business to really drive growth. Get ready to
be blown away this next year. I mean, it's going to be amazing.

Jillian Flodstrom:
I hope that you're as excited as we are about this new format and the value we'll be able to bring
to support you as a small business owner. And remember, if you haven't already, be sure to
subscribe to the show on your platform of choice. We're literally everywhere, on all of them.
Don't forget to leave a review. That is very important to me. Without those reviews, without your
feedback on Instagram, I wouldn't know where to take this show, and your feedback has a really
helped me with it. So, again, thank you for that. But if you are someone that hasn't left me that
feedback, I definitely want you to. Make sure that you jump over to Instagram, or leave a review
on your platform of choice, and let me know what you think. What changes would you like to
make?

Jillian Flodstrom:
I'm excited. Make sure too, that if you know a fellow small business owner who might be
struggling with some of the same things that we talk about every single week, I would love it if
you would personally share this show with them so we can reach more people, build this
community, and make sure that we are taking care of each other. Because I think us as small
business owners, we got to stick together. We got to help each other through the tough times.
And we can do that together here on the Scale Your Small Business podcast.


